parameters. The stability and convergence of the scheme has also investigated.
Introduction
The boundary value problems for singularly perturbed differential difference equations with delay as well as advance are ubiquitous in the mathematical modeling of various practical phenomena in biology and physics, such as in variational problems in control theory, in describing the human pupil-light reflex, in a variety of models for physiological processes or diseases and first exit time problems in the modeling of the determination of expected time for the generation of action potential in nerve cells by random synaptic inputs in dendrites. These biological applications motivate the study of boundary value problems for singularly perturbed differential difference equations with delay as well as advance. For further study of neurophysiological and mathematical aspects of the above class of models, readers can refer to Stein [1, 2] , Tuckwell [3] [4] [5] , Tuckwell and Wan [6] , Lange and Miura [7] , Derstine and et al [8] , Longtin and Milton [9] , Wazewska-Czyzewska and Lasota [10] , Mackey and Glass [11] , etc. To find the approximate solution of a class of singularly perturbed differential difference equation, one encounters two major difficulties, namely: i) due to presence of the small singular perturbation parameter which is multiplied to the highest order derivative term and ii) due to existence of delay and advance parameters in the argument of reaction terms. To deal with the first difficulty, there are two approaches, namely asymptotic and numerical. Here, we adopt the numerical approach. When the singular perturbation parameter tends to zero, a breakdown occurs and the solution of the singularly perturbed problem often behave analytically quite differently from a solution of the original equation in the narrow region of the domain. The solution changes rapidly and form boundary or transition layers in these narrow regions. Owing to this, many numerical methods have been developed to solve singularly perturbed ODEs with delay and advance. Lange and Miura gave a series of papers (see [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] ) investigating different classes of BVPs of singularly perturbed differential difference equations by extending the method of matched asymptotic expansions developed for ODEs. First-order numerical algorithms based on finite difference schemes are found in Sharma [18] , fitted methods based on finite difference method Patidar and Sharma [19] and Kadalbajoo et al. [20] , parameter uniform numerical method Kumar and Kadalbajoo [21] . To tackle with the second difficulty, we use Taylor series approximation for the terms containing delay as well as advance provided the delay and advance parameter are sufficiently small. Due to the singular behavior of the solution of the problem in the inner regions, the classical numerical schemes are found to be inadequate to approximate the solution of the singularly perturbed problems. To get rid of this problem, here in the present paper, we introduce a terminal boundary point and decompose the domain into inner and outer regions to treat the original problem as inner region and outer region problems separately. A terminal boundary condition in the implicit form is determined at the terminal point and then, the outer region problem with the implicit boundary condition is solved as a two-point boundary-value problem. From the solution of the outer region problem, an explicit terminal boundary condition is obtained. The inner region problem is modified and solved as a two-point boundary value problem using the obtained explicit terminal boundary condition. Finally, we combine the solutions of both the inner region and outer region problems to get the approximate solution of the original problem. The present method is iterative on the terminal point. We repeat the process (numerical scheme) for various choices of the terminal point, until the solution profiles do not differ materially from iteration to iteration.
Description of the Method
Consider singularly perturbed differential equation with small delay as well as advance of the form:
and subject to the interval and boundary conditions
Where
are bounded and continuously differentiable functions on (0, 1),
is the singular perturbation parameter; and
are the delay and the advance parameters respectively. When the shifts are zero (i.e., δ = 0, η = 0), the solution of the corresponding ordinary differential equation exhibits layer behavior or turning point behavior depending on the coefficient of the convection term, i.e., if a(x) does not change the sign or changes the sign on the underlying interval. The layer behavior of the problem under consideration is maintained only for 0   and 0   , but sufficiently small. In general, the solution of problem (1)-(3) exhibits boundary layer behavior at one end of the interval [0, 1] depending on the sign of
. In this paper, we consider the problems whose solution exhibits the layer behavior on the left side of the interval. We assume that 
Using Eqs. (4) and (5) in Eq. (1) we get an asymptotically equivalent singularly perturbed boundary value problem of the form:
The transition from Eq. (1) to Eq. (6) is admitted, because of the condition that 1 0    and 1 0    are sufficiently small. Further details on the validity of this transition can be found in Elsgolt's and Norkin [22] . This replacement is significant from the computational point of view. Thus, the solution of Eq. (6) will provide a good approximation to the solution of Eq. (1). Now, we divide the problem into two: inner region and outer region problems. 
which is in implicit form and is taken as the terminal boundary condition at p x x  (the terminal point). Using the terminal boundary condition in Eq. (12) , which is in implicit form, we solve the outer region problem as a two point boundary value problem
with boundary conditions
and
Solving this two point boundary value problem, we get the solution
of the outer region problem in Eq. (16)- (18) 
, we get the value of ) ( p x y which is the explicit terminal boundary condition and let us denote it by
Since the terminal point p x is common to both the inner and outer regions, we can formulate the asymptotically equivalent inner region problem as a two-point boundary-value problem
In order to solve the inner region problem in Eq. (19)- (21), we choose the transformation
Then, using Eq. (22) we can transform the functions in Eq. (19) into
Substituting Eq. (23)- (28) in Eq. (19) we get the new inner region problem of the form:
where
. Solving this new inner region problem in Eq. (29)- (31), we obtain the solutions over the interval
To solve the two-point boundary value problems given in Eq. (16)- (18) (outer region problem) and Eq. (29)-(31) (inner region problem), we make use of fourth order stable central difference method (Choo and Schultz [23] ). In fact, any standard analytical or numerical method can be used. Finally, we combine the solutions of both the inner region defined on
and outer
problems to get the approximate solution of the original problem in Eq. (1)- (3) over the interval 1 0   x . We repeat the process (numerical scheme) for various choices of p x (the terminal point), until the solution profiles do not differ materially from iteration to iteration. For computational point of view, we use an absolute error criterion, namely To set up the difference equation of the outer region problem in Eq. (16)- (18) we divide
into N equal parts, each of length h , 1 ...
, etc. By Taylor expansion, we obtain the following central difference formulas for y   and y at x assuming that y has continuous fourth derivatives on   1 0, . 
Differentiating both sides of Eq. (36) we get
Differentiating both sides of Eq. (37) again we have
By making use of Eq. (38) and (39) 
. Rearranging Eq. (41) we obtain the three term recurrence relation of the form (41), we obtain the three term recurrence relation To solve the tri diagonal system in Eq. (46), we used Thomas Algorithm
Lower Bound for the Terminal Point p t
To gain further insight to the choice of p t , terminal point of the boundary layer region which is not unique, consider the problem in Eq. (1)- (3) and choose p t such that
By making use of the stretching transformation Eq. (22) into Eq. (6)- (8) and taking the limit as
and the boundary conditions
Now solving the two point boundary value problem in Eq. (48)- (49) analytically, we get the solution
As suggested by Hsiao and Jordan [24] and Lorenz [25] , p t can be determined by taking the inequality
Taking ln of both sides of Eq. (51) and rearranging we get
For     10 , we can get the crude estimate for the lower bound of p t as
Stability and Convergence Analysis
Remark: Here we shall use the definition of the stability of the difference operator given in Keller [26] . Definition: The linear difference operator h L is stable if for sufficiently small h , there exists a constant k , independent of h , such that , the difference operator defined on Eq. (42) 
Under the given assumptions, 0 , 0
. This implies that the tri-diagonal system in Eq. (42) is diagonally dominant and its solution exists and is unique (Greenspan and Casulli [27] ). Then by rearranging the difference Eq. (42) and using the non negativity of the coefficients, we have
Now using the fact,
Since the inequality in Eq. (56) holds for every i , it follows that 
L is stable and this implies that the solutions to the system of the difference equation Eq. (42) are uniformly bounded, independent of mesh size h and the parameter . Hence the scheme is stable for all step sizes. 
where 
Then theorem 1, the stability of h L , implies that
Hence the estimate in Eq. (57) establishes the convergence of the scheme for the fixed values of the perturbation parameter .
Numerical Examples
To demonstrate the applicability of the method we have considered three boundary value problems of the type given by Eq. (1)- (3) with left-end boundary layer. The approximate solution Example 2: Consider the model boundary value problem given by Eq. (1)- (3) with
The exact solution of the problem is given by Eq. (59)-(60). The numerical results are given in tables 3, 4 for =0.001 and 0.0001 respectively. 
The exact solution of the problem is given by Eq. (59)-(60). The numerical results are given in tables 5, 6 for =0.001 and 0.0001 respectively. 
Discussion and Conclusion
A domain decomposition method has been presented to find the numerical solution of singularly perturbed differential difference equations with delay as well as advance whose solutions exhibits boundary layer behavior. The method is iterative on the terminal point p x and the process is (Tables 1-6 ). Further, the inner layer solutions for different values of the terminal points and  have been presented by using graphs (Fig. 1-6 ). We have given here only a few values although the solutions are computed at all the points with mesh size h . It can be observed from the tables and the graphs that the present method approximates the exact solution very well. The present method is simple, easy and efficient technique for solving singularly perturbed differential difference equations. In fact, our method helps us not only to get good results but also to know the behavior of the solution in the boundary layer/inner region with
as shown by the graphs where most of the existing numerical methods fail to give good results. Thus, the present method provides an alternative technique for solving singularly perturbed boundary value problems involving delay as well as advance parameters.
